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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

FORT LAUDERDALE DIVISION 
www.flsb.uscourts.gov 

INRE: 

TRAFFORD DISTRIBUTING CENTER, INC. 
a/k/a Trafford Distribution Center, Inc., 

Debtor. 

--------------------------------~/ 
SONEET R. KAPILA, Trustee in Bankruptcy 
for TRAFFORD DISTRIBUTING CENTER, INC., 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

RICHARD I. CLARK AS TRUSTEE FOR 
MATTHEW WORTLEY TRUST d/b/a X CO. FINANCE, 
RICHARD I. CLARK AS TRUSTEE FOR 
MATTHEW WORTLEY TRUST d/b/a 
X CO. FACTORING CORP., RICHARD I. CLARK 
d/b/a X CO. FACTORING CORP., RICHARD I. CLARK 
d/b/a X CO. FINANCE., RICHARD I. CLARK AS 
TRUSTEE FOR JOSEPH M. WORTLEY TRUST d/b/a 
X CO. FINANCE, RICHARD I. CLARK AS TRUSTEE 
FOR JOSEPH M. WORTLEY TRUST d/b/a 
X CO. FACTORING CORP., RICHARD I. CLARK d/b/a 
MATTHEW WORTLEY TRUST, RICHARD I. CLARK 
d/b/a JOSEPH M. WORTLEY TRUST 

Defendants. 

--------------------------------~/ 
SONEET R. KAPILA, Trustee in Bankruptcy 
for TRAFFORD DISTRIBUTING CENTER, INC., 

Plaintiff, 
vs. 

LIBERTYPROPERTIESAT TRAFFORD, LLC, 
LIBERTY ASSOCIATES, LC, AND 
ADVANCED VEHICLE SYSTEMS, LLC, 

Defendants. 
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------------------------------~/ 

SONEET R. KAPILA, Trustee in Bankruptcy 
for TRAFFORD DISTRIBUTING CENTER, INC., 

Plaintiff, 
vs. 

BARBARA WORTLEY, Adv. Case No.: 08-01793-RBR 

Defendant ________________________________ ./ 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM ORDER DENYING MOTION TO 

RECUSE AND DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO RECUSE 

Defendants, RICHARD I. CLARK AS TRUSTEE FOR THE JOSEPH M. WORTLEY 

TRUST d/b/a X CO. FACTO RING CORP. ("Mr. Clark") and in all other capacities named herein, 

LIBERTYPROPERTIESATTRAFFORD,LLC("LibertyProperties"),LIBERTY ASSOCIATES, 

LC ("Liberty Associates"), ADVANCED VEHICLE SYSTEMS, LLC ("A VS"), and BARBARA 

WORTLEY ("Mrs. Wortley") (collectively referred to herein as "Defendants" or "Movants"), by 

and through undersigned counsel and pursuant to Fed. R. Bankr. P. 9024 and Fed. R. Civ. P. 60(b), 

and Fed. R. Bankr. P. 5004 and 28 U.S.C. § 455, move this Court for entry of an Order of Relief 

from Order Denying Motion to Recuse, and entry of an Order Recusing itself from these 

proceedings, and as good grounds therefor, would show that: 

1. Undersigned counsel for the movants has previously written a letter to this Court, 

raising an issue and suggesting that recusal might be appropriate. A copy of the letter is attached 

hereto as Exhibit "A". 

2. In response to the letter, the Court entered a six-page, "Order Denying Motion For 
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Recusal"1 which concluded with the statement "ORDERED that the Motion to Recuse is DENIED 

with prejudice." 

3. No motion was filed. The movants had no opportunity to gather and present facts, 

or develop their arguments in a motion. Moreover, this Court appears to have misapprehended the 

applicable law, as set forth in its Order. 

4. Movants hereby move that this Court enter an Order of Relief, vacate the "Order 

Denying Motion For Recusal" and Recuse itself. 

THE RELEVANT FACTS 

5. This case has a tainted history. The predecessor Judge, John Kenneth Olson, 

presided over these Adversary cases from their filing in November, 2008 until he recused himself 

by Order dated October 28, 2010. Movants sought recusal of Judge Olson by motion filed August 

24, 2010.2 The motion was heard August 26, 2010, and denied by written Order dated August 30, 

2010.3 

1 DE 316 in Case 08-01793-RBR. 

2 DE in Case 08-0 1793-JKO. 

3 DE-215 in Case 08-01759-JKO; DE-255 in Case 08-01792-JKO, and DE-238 in Case 08-01793-JKO. 
The relevant facts relating to Judge Olson's recusal are as follows: In early to mid-2009, midway through the 
litigation herein, the law firm that represented the Trustee, Plaintiff in these Adversary cases, hired Judge Olson's 
fiance, which enabled him to move from Orlando to Fort Lauderdale to live together as domestic partners. The 
fiance previously worked in Orlando, had never appeared in a bankruptcy proceeding previously according to the 
ECF filing records of the Middle District, Northern District, Southern Districts of Florida. Yet he was hired as a 
bankruptcy attorney by Plaintiffs law firm, worked directly for Plaintiffs lead counsel in this case and was 
appointed as Trustee's counsel for numerous cases for the Bankruptcy Court in the Southern District of Florida, after 
being hired and moved to South Florida. During this same time frame, Plaintiffs law firm was laying off numerous 
lawyers and staff, and closing offices The firm did not appear to be seeking to hire any bankruptcy lawyers. It also 
appears they had the capacity to easily fill any hiring need from within its own attorneys. It seems highly irregular, 
that under such circumstances, the law firm looked to an out of town practitioner with no bankruptcy experience to 
hire, at a time of mass attorney departures. Rather, it appears that there was an opportunity to "do a favor" for Judge 
Olson, and it appears that that was the motivation for the hiring of Judge Olson's fiance. 
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6. Although he ultimately recused himself, by Order dated October 28,2010,4 Judge 

Olson refused to recognize that the facts required recusal pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 455 (a). In his 

October 28 Order, Judge Olson stated that a second motion to recuse, filed September 3, 20105 was 

"actually reconsideration motions which do not satisfy reconsideration standards"6 Sadly, Judge 

Olson was completely misreading or ignoring the applicable law relating to the appearance of 

impropriety, the perception of impartiality, and recusal as set forth in 28 U.S.C. § 455(a)/ to such 

an extent that, on Appellate proceedings in this case, Chief Judge Federico Moreno of the Southern 

District of Florida, held a status conference and made comments to the effect that he was concerned 

by the facts, that the issues related to the integrity of the Judicial system, that the judgments gave 

an appearance of being tainted, and that the case could easily be reassigned to another judge.8 

Movants learned of all these facts after Judge Olson had entered a 71-page Findings ofFact and Conclusions 
of Law, which adopted over ninety-percent of Trustee's counsel's proposed findings, and entered judgment for an 
amount in excess of$2.3 million dollars when the initial demand in the cases, was only a total $419,000. The additional 
amount in the judgment was based upon a theory of "deepening insolvency" which was not pled, raised for the first time 
during the trial of the case, and appears completely inapplicable to the facts in this case, as a matter of law. 

4 DE-139 in Case No. 08-01780-JKO. 

5 DE-246 in Case 08-01793-JKO. 

6 DE-139 in Case 08-17980-JKO. The full statement, on recusal was: 

These "Second Motions" are actually reconsideration motions which do not satisfy 
reconsideration standards. Nevertheless, for the reasons stated on the record at the 
hearing conducted October 28, 2010, the Plaintiff believes that recusal and 
reassignment will be beneficial as a practical matter. I will accordingly recuse 
myself to speed these adversary proceedings to a more prompt conclusion. The 
clerk is directed to reassign the main bankruptcy case and all related adversary 
proceedings to another judge. 

7 DE-9 in Case No. 10-61803-mc-FAM; DE-9 in Case No. 10-61810-mc-FAM; DE-8 in Case No. 10-
61808-mc-F AM. 

8 Excerpts of Judge Moreno's comments to counsel, during the status conference, are: 

I would have to be candid that I'm concerned with the allegations. It's a matter of 
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Similarly, in a newspaper article in the Daily Business Review which gave coverage to the topic, 

see Exhibit "B", the fact scenario herein was posed to an ethics professor in Nova Southeastern 

University, and described as a "no-brainer" wherein recusal was required. 

7. Within days of the Status Conference, the parties appeared before Judge Olson and 

jointly suggested that he should recuse.9 It was apparent from the October 28 Order10 that Judge 

Olson still denies that error was committed. Also, Judge Olson has a reputation for sanctioning 

public concern because it gets in the media, but whenever something goes to the 
integrity of the judicial system, it's just not good, you know ... it's uncomfortable 
and it's something that I agree is a matter of great interest in order for people to be 
more satisfied that the decision was made totally unrelated to the relationship 
between the judge and the lawyer (pp. 5- 6, lines 22-25 and 1, 5-8). 

*** 
[T]he relationship between a judge and the lawyer involved, it's uncomfortable 
whether you're married, whether you're living with the person, whether he's your 
best friend and you golf every day, you know, depends on how close you are; but 
the closeness, even from Judge Olson's order, is not in dispute (p. 8, lines 19-24}. 

*** 
[W]hy am I uncomfortable with this whole thing, and you're not at all? I mean, 
wouldn't it be easier just to-- we've got enough bankruptcy judges. We've got 
enough district judges, and I mean, judges recuse all the time ... (p. 9, lines 13-16}. 

*** 
And when we say only in Miami, now I have to expand and say only in the 
Southern District do we come up with facts that would make a TV show, but you 
know, I will tell you, that's why I brought you in for status, it's uncomfortable, 
because no matter what it is, there's going to be a feeling that it's a tainted 
judgment ... (p. 12, lines 18-23). 

*** 
You see, the appearance of it is troublesome to me. I'll be up-front. It really is. How 
can it not be? I mean, I'm married to a lawyer ... and I'm not the only judge who 
has a spouse who's a lawyer. But I would never think of ruling in a case involving 
my wife (p. 20, lines 4-7 and 9-11 ). 

See October 22, 2010 Status Conference Hearing Transcript [DE 299-1 in 
Adversary Case No. 08-01793]. 

9 "While we certainly agree with this Court's ruling when it did not recuse itself, and we don't' think that 
the arguments raised in the second motion to recuse would be the grounds to do so, it does appear to us that if this 
Court would sua sponte decide to recuse itself, the Trustee would not object to that, because right now our concern 
is, we just want to move this matter forward as quickly as we can." See transcript, p.4, of the October 28, 2010 
hearing, DE-299 in Case No.OS-01793-RBR. 

10 DE- 139 in Case No. 08-17980-JKO. See note 6, supra. 
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lawyers in a strident and public fashion, 11 so Movants herein justifiably have a heightened awareness 

of how this tainted case is handled, going forward. In fact, both law firms that had been hired to 

assist with the Motion To Alter or Amend immediately withdrew when the Motion to Recuse was 

filed. 12 

8. Lack of disclosure has plagued this case. Despite the close connection between 

Judge Olson and Plaintiffs law firm, neither the Court, nor Plaintiffs counsel, nor Plaintiff/Trustee, 

ever advised the movants herein of the circumstances relating to Plaintiffs counsel's law firm hiring 

the Judge's fiance. The movants learned of these facts, by happen stance, when it was brought to 

their attention in August, 2010. Movants promptly investigated, raised the issue, and sought a 

recusal. Judge Olson responded stridently with his Order denying recusal,13 but ultimately recused, 

at Plaintiffs counsel's request following the statements by Judge Moreno during Appellate 

proceedings.14 Even then, Judge Olson refused to recognize the necessity for recusal under these 

facts, 15 and Plaintiffs counsel failed to recognize the significance of what occurred, and the 

necessity that the Judgments be vacated. 16 These motions to vacate, and other motions relating to 

11 See, e.g.; In re Moon Thai & Japanese, Inc., 10-23328-JKO [DE-394}; In reCreative Desperation, Inc. 
415 B.R. 882 (Bkr. SD Fla 2009); In reNew River Dry Dock, Inc., 06-13274-JKO, [DE-588, 593). 

12 See DE-234 and DE- 235 in 08-01793-JKO. 

13 DE-238 in 08-01793-JKO 

14 See notes 6 and 8, supra. 

15 See note 6, supra. 

16 See, e.g. DE-278 in 08-01759-RBR. 
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vacating, altering, or amending the Final Judgment, are currently pending before this CourtY 

9. The outcome of this case will have substantial economic impact on the Plaintiff, 

Soneet Kapila, and his attorney's firm (where Judge Olson's spouse works). Unless a recovery is 

made in this case, only $113,632.56 available for distribution to creditors and for administrative 

expenses and attorney fees. 18 This case is in a posture where Plaintiffs counsel originally demanded 

$419,000 in actual damages and yet has run up in excess of$450,000 in attorneys fees, through Final 

Judgment, primarily from pursuing the claims in this bankruptcy .19 Much time has been expended 

by the Trustee. These fees, and this time, will only be paid if there is a recovery for an amount far 

in excess of the original demand. If this Court vacates the Judgment, (as it clearly should)20 that 

17 See Defendants' Motion to Alter or Amend Final Judgment and Findings ofFact and Conclusions of 
Law Pursuant to Federal Rule of bankruptcy Procedure 9023 [DE-200 in 08-01759; DE-243 in 08-01792; DE-224 in 
08-0 1793]; Defendant's Motion To Stay [DE-225 in 08-0 1793]; Defendant's Motion for Rehearing on Defendant's 
Motion to Stay Final Judgment [DE-257 in 08-01793]; Defendant Barbara Wortley's Reply to Trustee's Response to 
Motion to Alter or Amend the Final Judgment [DE-232 in 08-01793]; Defendants' Motion to Disqualify Michael 
Bakst and The Ruden McClosky law Firm, Attorneys for Soneet R. Kapila, Trustee in Bankruptcy for Trafford 
Distributing Center, Inc. [DE- 221 in 08-01759.; DE-261 for 08-01792; DE-248 in 08-01793]; Defendants' 
Supplemental and Renewed Motion to Vacate Orders and Final Judgment Pursuant to Federal Rule of Bankruptcy 
Procedure 9024 and Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 60(b) [DE-269 in 08-01759; DE-298 in 08-0 1792];Defendants' 
Renewed Motion for Leave to Take Discovery [DE-279 in 08-01759] 

18 DE-176 in 08-017980-RBR 

19 Aside from these Adversaries, this is a relatively simple bankruptcy case. There were virtually no 
creditors other than Richard Clark as Trustee, asserting that a family trust owned the receivables pursuant to a 
factoring agreement, the claims against Heinz on the largest receivable and the claims of creditor, the National Labor 
Relations Board, for accrued wages and benefits payable to workers of a separate company called Liberty Source W, 
Inc., which operated a printing and fulfilment business at the same location prior to the formation of Trafford. The 
NLRB found that upon formation, Trafford was an Alter ego of Source W and therefore, they are liable for Source 
W's obligations. It was the pendency of this claim, that could not be resolved by negotiation, and the NLRB's 
threats of contempt proceedings, coupled with the grave illnesses of key advisors to Trafford, that caused Trafford to 
give up and file a voluntary Chapter 7 proceeding. However, at that time, virtually every creditor of Trafford, with a 
liquidated amount due, was paid in full and current at the time of filing. The Joseph M. Wortley Trust was never 
paid anything in the months leading up to bankruptcy. 

20 If it would appear to a reasonable person that the court has knowledge offacts that would give it an 
interest in the litigation then an appearance of partiality is created even though no actual partiality exists because the 
court actually has no interest in the case or because the court is pure in heart and incorruptible. Liljeberg v. Health 
Services Acquisition Corp., 486 U.S. 847, 860 (1988). In the Liljeberg opinion, the Court established the clear and 
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ruling will have severe impact on the Plaintiff and his attorney's law firm. 

10. Movants have asserted that the action of Plaintiffs counsel, in hiring the Judge's 

fiance and failing to disclose the relationship, is wrongful. Subsequently, in an action filed in the 

Circuit Court in and for Broward County, Florida on April27, 2011, movants have filed suit against 

Plaintiffs lead counsel and the Judge's spouse, arising out of this wrongful conduct.21 

FACTS SUPPORTING RECUSAL OF THIS COURT HEREIN 

11. The grounds for recusal of this Court are based upon the fact that this Court's son is 

a young lawyer who is developing his career as a bankruptcy practitioner, practicing extensively 

before Judge Olson.22 He has also received appointments, as Trustee's Counsel, from the Plaintiff 

herein, Soneet Kapila.23 He also receives appointments from other Trustees who practice before 

Judge Olson.24 

fundamental mandate that the integrity of the federal judiciary must be unquestionable in the eyes ofthe parties, the 
litigants, and most important, the public. If it would appear to a reasonable person that a judge has knowledge of 
facts that would give him an interest in the litigation then an appearance of partiality is created. Liljeberg, 486 U.S. 
at 860. The Court required the judge to recuse himself retroactively and ordered that his prior orders be vacated 
because of the appearance of impropriety that his conduct created. The Court found retrial necessary, even though 
there was no allegation that the judge acted with actual bias in the proceedings before him. 

21 See Broward County Circuit Court, Case No. CACE-11009808. 

22 See Cases No. 07-20681-JKO; 07-16319-JKO; 07-16537-JKO; 07-17213-JKO; 07-17881-JKO; 07-
19805-JKO; 07-20507-JKO; 07-20681-JKO; 07-21382-JKO; 07-21485-JKO; 08-01365-JKO; 08-01366-JKO; 08-
0 1367-JKO; 08-1 0849-JKO; 08-1104 7 -JKO; 08-11633-JKO; 08-14272-JKO; 08-19141-JKO; 07-19805-JKO; 07-
20507-JKO; 07-20681-JKO; 08-10849-JKO; 08-11633-JKO; 08-14272-JKO; 08-10928-JKO; 08-14272-JKO; 09-
02281-JKO; 09-24750-JKO; 10-01224-JKO; 10-01281-JKO; 10-01805-JKO; 10-01851-JKO; 10-02007-JKO; 10-
02015-JKO; 10-02027-JKO; 10-02178-JKO; 10-02229-JKO; 10-03344-JKO; 10-12432-JKO; 10-29919-JKO; 11-
20446-JKO; 11-21475-JKO. 

23 See Cases No. 07 -19805-JKO; 07-20681-JKO; 07 -16319-JKO; 07 -19805-JKO; 07 -21485-JKO; 08-
11047-JKO. 

24 See Cases No 07-20507-JKO; 07-20681-JKO; 08-10849-JKO; 08-11633-JKO; 08-14272-JKO; 07-
16537-JKO; 07-17213-JKO; 07-17881-JKO; 07-20507; 07-20681-JKO; 07-21382-JKO; 08-10849-JKO; 08-19141-
JKO. 
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12. At the same time, Judge Olson's spouse practices before this Court.25 Judge Olson's 

spouse is also a resident ofBroward County. The Fort Lauderdale division of the Bankruptcy Court 

is a two-judge division covering Broward County. This Court's son is based in Broward County, 

so his bankruptcy practice naturally focuses here. Since he is unable to practice before his father, 

this Court, that means that the focus of this Court's son's career centers on a practice in front of 

Judge Olson. 

13. Movants perceive that Judge Olson is quick to enter public and strident rebukes of 

attorneys who he concludes have acted inappropriately.26 Movants perceive that Judge Olson 

retaliates against those who he views as adversarial. Clearly movants have made themselves 

adversaries of Judge Olson, by seeking and obtaining his recusal and suing his spouse/domestic 

partner. 

14. Movants are concerned that this Court will be reluctant to enter Orders which Judge 

Olson might interpret as a rebuke of Judge Olson's judicial conduct in this tainted case, because 

Judge Olson might retaliate against this Court's son. Movants feel that this is a natural family 

concern and therefore Movants reasonably believe that it will undermine this Court's efforts to 

approach this case impartially. Movants therefore conclude that it creates an appearance of 

impropriety for this Court to continue presiding over this case when this Court's son is making his 

career out of a practice before Judge Olson, and with Soneet Kapila and with other Trustees. 

15. Judge Olson's prior rulings in this case are deserving of rebuke by this Court. Judge 

25 See Cases No 09-24894-RBR; 08-19123-RBR; 09-28283-RBR. 

26 See, e.g. In re Tousa, Inc, et al., Case No.: 10-60017-CIV/GOLD, at page 93, footnotes 53 and 65 and 
pages 103 and 111-113; and cases cited in footnote I 1, supra. 
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Olson has been strongly rebuked by another Court for what movants assert is the same type of 

conduct which occurred in this case, to wit, wholesale adoption of the facts and conclusions of law 

which are not supported by the evidence, but instead reflect a bias in favor of an attorney who has 

a relationship with the Judge, misapplication of the law, and conducting a trial in a manner which 

is prejudicial to the opposing party .27 Movants assert that Judge Olson deserves the same type of 

criticism for his handling of this case including: entering a permanent injunction with no additional 

evidence following a temporary injunction being dissolved;28 finding a violation ofthe automatic 

stay based upon an innocuous lawyer letter that was never requested to be retracted and instead was 

seized upon as a basis for an injunction,29 improperly striking an expert witness report and striking 

27 See In re Tousa, Inc, et al., the District Court, on Appeal, chastised Judge Olson by finding "the totality 
of these circumstances, as patently ignored by the Bankruptcy Court in its virtually and verbatim adoption ofthe 
committee's proposed findings of fact, established a direct link ... " The Court also noted that "the Bankruptcy Court 
further committed clear and prejudicial error by repeatedly sustaining the committee's hearsay objections to 
testimony elicited by the Transeastern Lenders and other Appellants to the testimony elicited by them from Paul 
Berkowitz .. .if allowed, Mr. Berkowitz's testimony would have directly corroborated and strongly supported that the 
conveying subsidiaries did, in fact, receive substantial indirect benefits from Tousa's payment of the new loan 
proceeds to the Transeastern Lenders." Id at footnote 53. The Court described Judge Olson's application oflaw as 
"patently unreasonable and unworkable", id at page 103, and that Judge Olson gave an "overly broad interpretation 
of section 550(a) and erroneously neglected to analyze the specific text of that provision. Id at 93. The Court also 
noted as "persuasive" arguments made by the Appellants that the case be reassigned to another judge if remand was 
warranted because Appellants had "serious doubts about [Judge Olson's] ability to approach the Defendants' 
evidence and arguments fairly" and cited specific examples including granting Summary Judgment on an issue after 
the Movant acknowledged that it withdrew its motion on that same issue, questioning witnesses for the Defendant's 
in a "belligerent and dismissive" manner, allowing rebuttal testimony by expert witnesses in order to "know what the 
truth is" even though the Court "refused to allow any testimony from a single fact witness identified by the 
Defendants as rebuttal to the new testimony." Id at footnote 65. In the Tousa case, the District Court determined that 
it would not remand the case back to the Bankruptcy Court and instead quashed Judge Olson's Order, found the 
imposition of remedies null and void and directed that judgment be entered for the Defendants. Id at 111-113. 

28 DE-141 in Case No. 08-01759-JKO (Defendants' Motion for Reconsideration of Order Granting 
Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment); DE-153 in Case No. 08-01759-JKO (Defendants' Supplemental 
Memorandum Concerning Reconsideration of Order Granting Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment); 
DE-158 in Case No. 08-01759-JKO (Defendants' Second Supplemental Memorandum, Post Argument, In Further 
Support ofReconsideration of Order Granting Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment). 

29 See, note 28, supra. This was an ambiguous letter stating a position which could have been corrected by 
a responding letter from the Trustee, and was clarified promptly. In this case, Mr. Clark was given no opportunity to 
clarify or otherwise correct the interpretation of his letter as being a violation. The case did not result from the letter, 
as illustrated by the fact that the Complaint was already filed, and the letter merely caused the Trustee to amend and 
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an expert witness who completely rebutted the statements ofTrustee Kapila following Mr. Kapila's 

deposition and while summary judgment proceedings were pending,30 aggressive conduct toward 

movants' witnesses at trial, and issuance of findings of fact and conclusions of law which movants 

considered to be contrary to fact, unsupported by the record, defamatory, and which have negatively 

impact their ability to do business. 

16. Movants believe that Judge Olson's rulings are properly vacated, dating back to 

August, 2009, and that those rulings should be given no weight as they are the product of corruption 

and bias. 

17. Movants believe that this Court will be forced, by circumstances and a family 

relationship, to be reticent, and will be unwilling to enter the type of rulings that are required. 

Movants therefore seek this Court's recusal in this case. 

APPLICABLE LAW/ARGUMENT 

18. Under 28 USC§ 455, "[a]ny justice, judge, or magistrate judge of the United States 

shall disqualify himself in any proceeding in which his impartiality might reasonably be 

questioned." Recusal under section 455(a) is appropriate where "an objective, disinterested, lay 

observer fully informed of the facts underlying the grounds on which recusal was sought would 

entertain significant doubt about the judge's impartiality .... " United States v. Patti, 33 7 F .3d 1317, 

1321 (11th Cir. 2003) (internal quotations omitted). A judge's actual state of mind or prejudice is 

not at issue, and any doubts must be resolved in favor of recusal. I d. Because a substantial amount 

of this Court's son's practice of law is before Judge Olson, and Judge Olson has a penchant for 

seek Injunctive Relief. 

30 DE-160 and 176 in 08-01792 and DE-160 and 167 in 08-01793. 
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aggressively attacking lawyers/1 these movants believe that this Court may be unable to impartially 

proceed to vacate Judge Olson's rulings and then rule in favor of the movants on those same issues. 

Based upon Judge Olson's previous actions, movants perceive that, were this to Court to rule in 

favor of Judge Olson's adversaries, Judge Olson may retaliate against this Court's son. Stated 

another way, in the perception of these Defendants, how Judge Olson receives this Court's son in 

the future may be impacted by how this Court handles this case involving these Defendants. 

Likewise, this Court's decisions, in this case, could impact whether or not Soneet Kapila hires this 

Court's son, in the future. As stated by Judge Fay in Potashnick v. Port. City Construction 

Company, 609 F.2d 1101, 1111 (5th Cir. 1980). "if any reasonable factual basis for doubting the 

judge's impartiality exists, the judge 'shall' disqualify himself and let another judge preside." 

19. The fact that these issues were raised by letter, before the filing of this motion, 

does not preclude the movants from developing these arguments herein. The letter was not intended 

to be a motion, as it was informal in nature and does not comply with the form of filing a pleading 

or motion as stated under Rules 7 and 10 ofthe Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Relevant facts 

were not fully compiled and legal and factual arguments were not developed. This Court should not 

have treated the letter as a motion, then find that the "motion" contained insufficient facts, and then 

deny the purported motion "with prejudice" on criticism of lack of "support for their position" and 

"simply allude[ing] to the position that since [his] son appears before Judge Olson, [he] may be 

influenced in some way to rule in favor of Judge Olson's prior position on the Trafford 

Adversaries." 

20. At the time that the letter was written, Movants had just commenced to investigate 

31 See, note 11, supra. 
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the issue. The facts set forth herein show a more extensive practice before Judge Olson, as well as 

practice with the Plaintiff in this case. The Plaintiffhere has hired this Court's son, in the past, and 

is in a position to do so in the future, or not. This was not disclosed by the Plaintiff, or the Court. 

21. The strident denial of legitimate grounds supporting movant's perception of bias 

creates its own, independent, demonstration that this Court may not be impartial in this case, and 

causes movants to entertain significant doubt about this Court's impartiality in this case. See Patti, 

supra, 337 F.3d at 1321; Potashnick, supra, 609 F.2d at 1111. This issue turns on the facts of this 

case, involving these parties. This case involves allegations of corruption that have gone up on 

appeal, out in the newspapers, and into a separate court action. This Court's son is a bankruptcy 

practitioner in Broward County who personally appears as counsel of record in numerous cases 

before Judge Olson. It appears that practicing before Judge Olson is this Court's son's primary 

professional endeavor.32 Also, the Plaintiff herein is a client of this Court's son. It is far from 

"preposterous"33 for the movants to conclude that, under the circumstances of this case, this Court 

might not approach the movants' case with the requisite impartiality. When the matter was raised 

informally, by letter, and this Court stridently rejected the suggestion in a six-page order concluding 

that "the motion to recuse is denied with prejudice," this Court has clearly demonstrated that the 

movants are justified in their perception that this Court may not approach this case in an impartial 

manner. Under the circumstances, this Court must recuse itself from this case. 

22. Section 455(b)(5)(iii) provides that recusal is appropriate if the Court's son is 

"known ..... to have an interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the proceeding." 

32 According to SuperLawyers.com, this Court's son practice 80% Bankruptcy and Creditor/Debtor rights, 
and 20% business litigation. In the past two weeks he has filed two cases as Debtors counsel that was assigned to 
Judge Olson. 

33 See Order at page 6. 
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As set forth above, the Court's son is a young bankruptcy lawyer in Broward County, Florida, and 

the only bankruptcy judge in Broward County, Florida that he can practice is in front of is Judge 

Olson. Under the circumstances of this case, were this Court to enter a ruling in line with the 

findings and conclusions in Tousa, it is reasonable to expect that Judge Olson may retaliate against 

this Court's son. Likewise, this Court's ruling might impact whether or not Mr. Kapila hires the 

Court's son, as Trustee's counsel, in the future. Accordingly, this Court's son has "an interest that 

could be substantially affected by the outcome of the proceeding." 

23. The interrelationships among Judge Olson, his spouse, this Court's son, Mr. Kapila 

and this Court creates an appearance of cronyism, with family members trading off their positions. 

When one aspect of the issues was raised, this Court entered an Order which ignored them. Also, 

the additional facts of Plaintiff hiring the Court's son as attorney for the Trustee is a significant 

failure to disclose. This Court's conduct, in overlooking these matters, coupled with its strong 

rebuke and denial of the "Motion", gives the appearance of this Court being complicit. By 

chastising the suggestion that an issue might exist, rather than divulging the facts and analyzing the 

issues, this Court has demonstrated a lack of impartiality. Recusal is mandated under these 

circumstances. 

CONCLUSION 

As Judge Moreno stated, there is a perception that this case is tainted. Judge Olson's fiance 

was hired by Plaintiffs attorneys and this fact was never disclosed to the movants. When recusal 

was sought, Judge Olson had a strident, legally erroneous reaction to the motion. Even when he 

recused, he did so in denial of what occurred. Now, before this Court, questions relating to 

impartiality have been raised, and strongly rejected by this Court without full disclosure or 

consideration of the facts and law. The circumstances with this Court's son must be analyzed under 
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the peculiar facts of this case. The movant's position is reasonable and correct under the applicable 

law and the facts of this case. This Court should recuse itself. The "Order denying motion for 

recusal" should be vacated, and an Order ofRecusal entered in its place. 

Respectfully submitted, 

sf Douglas C. Broeker 
Douglas C. Broeker, Esquire 
Florida Bar No. 306738 
Doug@broekerlaw.com 
SWEET APPLE, BROEKER & VARKAS, P.L. 
777 Brickell A venue, Suite 600 
Miami, Florida 33131 
Tel.: (305) 374-5623 
Fax.: (305) 358-1023 

and 

sf Robert A. Sweetapple 
Robert Sweetapple, Esquire 
Florida Bar No. 0296988 
rsweetapple(W,sweetapplelaw.com 
SWEET APPLE, BROEKER & V ARKAS, P.L. 
199 East Boca Raton Road 
Boca Raton, Florida 33432 
Tel.: (561) 392-1230 
Fax.: (561) 394-6102 
Attorneys for Defendants 
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that I am admitted to the Bar of the United States District Court for 
the Southern District of Florida and I am in compliance with the additional qualifications to practice 
in this Court set forth in Local Rule 2090-1(A). 

By: s/ Dou~las C. Broeker 
Douglas C. Broeker, Esquire 
Florida Bar No. 306738 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was filed via electronic 

filing using the CMIECF system with the Clerk of the Court which sent e-mail notification of such 
to: Marla B. Neufeld, Esq., Michael R. Bakst, Esq., and Morris G. Miller, Esq. 222 Lakeview 
Ave #800, West Palm Beach, FL 33401, efile1542@ruden.com, efile2565@ruden.com, 
skip.miller@ruden.com, on this 2nd day of May, 2011. 

DCB/clr 

By: s/ Douglas C. Broeker 
Douglas C. Broeker, Esquire 
Florida Bar No. 306738 

M:\wp51\Active.Client.Files\Trafford BKC\Motions\Defendants Motion to Recuse.wpd 
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LAW OFFICES OF 

SWEET APPLE, BROEKER & V ARKAS, P.L. 

DOUGLAS C. BROEKER, P.A. 
777 BRICKELL AVeNUE- SUITE 600 

MIAMI. FLORJDA JJ Ill 
374-5623 
3)8~ 1023 

ATTORNEYS: 
ROBERT A SWEETAPPLE *, *' 
DOUGLAS C. BROEKER* 
ALEXANDER D. VARKAS, m. 
KADlSI-lA D. PHELPS 

UOARD CERTIFIED BUSINESS LITIGATION ATrORNEY 
~• BOARD CERTIFIED CIVIL TPJAL ATI"ORNEY 

Via Federal Express and Facsimile 

The Honorable Raymond B. Ray 
U.S. Bankruptcy Court 
299 East Broward Blvd, RM 306 
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33301 

April 7, 2011 

SWEETAPPLE & VARKAS, P.A. 
! 65 EAST BOCA RATON ROAO 
BOCA RATON, FLORIOA 33432 

Telephone (S6l} 392- I 230 
Facsimile (561) 394-6102 

PARALEGALS: 
JESSICA F. LOP~Z 
CYNTHIA BAILEY 
DEBORAH SMITH 

Please Reply to Miami Office 
Email: 
Dotti!,((O.broek crl<~w. ccnn 
Kad isha0).broe kerlaw .con1 
Jessica(iilbroekerlaw.com 

RE: In re Trafford Distributing Center, Inc. a/k/a Trafford Distribution Center, Inc. Case 
No. 08-I 7980-BKC-RBR (Main BKC); Adversary Case No. 08-01759; 08-01792; 08-
01793 

Dear Judge Ray: 

We represent Barbara Wortley, Liberty Properties at Trafford, LLC, Liberty Associates, LC, 
Advanced Vehicle Systems, LLC, and Richard Clark as Trustee, in the above Adversary cases. 
Before the cases were reassigned to you, we had issues arising from the fact that our opposing 
counsel/law firm hired Judge Olson's fiance, now spouse, in the middle ofthe litigation without 
disclosure to us, and that our lead opposing counsel was his direct supervisor. Promptly after 
learning these facts, we moved to recuse, and vacate all Orders entered after the date of hire. 
Ultimately, Judge Olson recused himself, but we still have motions to -vacate Judge Olson's Orders 
and for other relief~ pending before your Honor. 

The pending motions involve what we consider to be corrupt activity, and we are mindful 
of the difficulties involved in determining them, in the context of a tight-knit Bankruptcy 
community. It has just come to our attention that your son, who we understand is a .Bankruptcy 
attorney, practices extensively before Judge Olson. We realize that this places you in an untenable 
position with regard to our pending motions and the prosecution of our defenses. It also perpetuates 
the terrible appearance of impropriety that has tainted this case, and is further complicated by the 
facts that, while your son practices extensively before Judge Olson, at the same time Judge Olson's 
spouse practices before your Honor. It appears that your son has becorne involved in six (6) new 
matters before Judge Olson: 

EXHIBIT "A" 



Letter to The Honorable Raymond B. Ray 
April 7, 2011 
Page 2 

We are mindful of both the context of Judge Olson's Order denying our first Motion to 
Recuse, [See, e.g., DE-235 in Case No. 08-01759] which was the subject of review to Chief Judge 
Federico Moreno [See e.g., DE-286 in Case No. 08-01759]. We are also mindful of the fact that 
both of our co-counsel in Case No. 08-01793 immediately withdrew when we decided that we 
needed to move to recuse. 

As a result, we request that you recuse yourself from all of the above matters. If it is 
necessary or appropriate for us to file a Motion to Recuse or to Withdraw the Reference, we will do 
so, however we felt that it was more appropriate to raise this to you, by letter, first. 

Thank you for your continued efforts in the administration of justice. 

DCB/clr 

Sincerely yours, 

ROBERTA SWEETAPPLE, ESQ. and 
DOUGLAS C. BROEKER, ESQ. 

cc: Michael Bakst, Esq. (via email & US Mail) 
Chad Pugatch, Esq. (via email & US Mail) 
Clients 

M:lwp51 \ActiveC\ient.Files\Trafford BKCICorrespondcnce\REVlSED & FINAL Letter to Judge Ray 04-07-ll.wpd 










